
Add the word twelfth to these sentences.

Did I come                        in the race? 

Sheba ate one                       of the cake. 

My birthday is on the                        of May. 

'                   Night' is a comedy written by 
William Shakespeare. 

Trace the word twelfth. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word twelfth. 

 
 
 

  How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word twelfth?

 
 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word twelfth.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word twelfth.
twelvth                    twellth                    twelveth

Write the syllable of the word 
twelfth inside the hand.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word twelfth?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: twelfth 1

Complete the word twelfth.

 twelfth     t        th          l                   th  twe           

Which word class does the 
word twelfth belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition ordinal number

tw

te

f

l

h

v
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Add the word variety to these sentences.

  We grow a                      of vegetables in  
the garden.

 
What a huge                      of books you have! 

It is better to eat a                     of  
different fruits. 

 
Did you see a                      of different 

animals on the safari?  

Trace the word variety. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word variety. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word variety.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own exclamation containing the word variety. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word variety.

   veriaty                        varrietty           verriatey

Write the syllables of the word 
variety inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not  
in the word variety?

Complete the word variety.

variety     va        y v       e         var                  ety

Which word class does the 
word variety belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

yra

e vt

i

r
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Add the word vegetable to these sentences 
 

What is your favourite                     ?  
 

We have a large                     garden  
at school. 

I had some delicious                     soup for  
my lunch. 

 
Please bring a fruit or                      for the 

harvest assembly.  

Trace the word vegetable. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word vegetable. 

 
 
 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word vegetable?

 
 
 

Write your own question containing the word vegetable. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word vegetable.

   vegtable              vedgertable           vegertible

Write the syllables of the word 
vegetable inside the hands.

Which letter from the word   
vegetable is missing below?

Complete the word vegetable.

vegetable    vege        ve       t      e          able  veg        le

Which word classes does the 
word vegetable belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

egv

e al

t

b
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Add the word vehicle to these sentences. 
 

My dad's favourite                    is  
a motorbike. 

 
Never leave a dog inside a hot                   .

 
"Which                    is yours?" asked the 

police officer.

 
The                    skidded on the icy road. 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word vehicle. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
vehicle inside the hands.

Which letter from the word vehicle is 
missing below?

Which word class does the 
word vehicle belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

Trace the word vehicle. 
 

Write your own exclamation containing the word vehicle as a noun. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word vehicle. 
 

  vehcle                          verkle              veihcle

Complete the word vehicle.

vehicle                   cle     v         i          veh            ve         le 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word vehicle?

 
 
 

he

cl

e

v
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Add the word yacht to these sentences 
 

My uncle owns a large                     .  
 

The                     race will take place 
tomorrow afternoon. 

Which                     belongs to the  
famous singer? 

 
The                      sailed smoothly  

around a buoy.  

Trace the word yacht. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word yacht. 

 
 
 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word yacht?

 
 
 

Write your own question containing the word yacht. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word yacht.

   yocht                   yaht           yaught

Write the syllable of the word yacht 
inside the hand.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word yacht?

Complete the word yacht.

yacht     ya                 c                 ht    y        t

Which word classes does the 
word yacht belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

yoh

c ta


